
Building the Hardware 
A small amount of soldering and assembly is required. Make sure that you work on the hardware in a 

static free area. That means no plastic tables, ideally a safety earthed conducting surface and proper 

handling procedures. Remember, careless handling may not break semiconductors but will damage 

them leading to early failures.  

Identify the Hardware 
The main components are shown below. Make sure you have all the parts. 

 

Your PSU and lead may look a little different and you will need to fit the heatsinks to the CPU board. No 

case is shown. 

Fitting the heatsinks 
The supplied heatsinks are fitted with heat conducting stick tape, first identify each heatsink and where 

it goes, then simply peel off the protective cover from the tape and carefully stick it on the correct IC. 

Hold it for a few seconds and it should stick in place. The completed task should look like the image 

below. 



 

Fitting the Coax Connectors 
The two coax connectors are soldered so they are on the top of the MIMDRV Hat. There is a trick to 

ensure that both antennas sit vertically and parallel. If they are just soldered into the board, there is a 

good chance that the two antennas will sit at a slight angle and look weird.  

 

It is recommended that first just the center conductor is lightly soldered to the board. Then screw in the 

two antenna and check the alignment. With just the center conductor soldered it is possible to make 

slight adjustments to how the connector is aligned by re-heating the joint. Once you are confident that 

the two antennas align, solder all four earth connectors, make a final check and then make sure the 

center connector is soldered correctly.  

Preparing the OLED Display 
The OLED display is soldered onto the board with its four pins, but that is insufficient support to protect 

the fragile display. Additional support is provided by some 3M double sided tape. As an added 

protection against the display accidently shorting the Hat, some insulating tape is applied to the back of 

the display. Two strips of tape are applied as shown in the following picture. 

 



Just cut two strips of the tape and stick them to the backside of the display opposite the connector. 

Preparing the MIMDVM Hat for the Display. 
To permanently support the display and hold it proud of any components it is necessary to cut and fix 

two pieces of 3M tape. 

 

First cut two small pieces of tape approximately ¾ inch long. Place the first sticky side down according to 

the picture above. 

Carefully peel off the red protective film from the first piece of tape (you can use a knife or small blade 

at one corner, then lift off the film) and stick the second piece on top of it. Then peel off the second 

tapes protective film. The result should look like the picture below.  

 



This results in a stack of 3M tape that will keep the display away from the Hat components and support 

it. 

Fitting the Display 
There is a four-pin connector on the display, this will space the display the correct distance from the 

board provided the connectors plastic spacer is flush with the board. Attention is needed because the 

tape will need to be compressed slightly for the board to sit correctly. 

Start by pushing the four pins through the Hat Board and then carefully press the display down. Too 

much pressure will crack the display, so take care and spread the force equally across the display.  

With the display sitting correctly and aligned with the board, turn the Hat over and solder the four pins. 

The result should look like the following pictures. Note the alignment of the display on the board and 

how the connector sits against the board.  

 

 

Assembling the Hot Spot Hardware 
Now the Hat can be fitted onto the PI CPU. The two small connectors on the bottom of the hat push into 

the large set of pins that run the length of the CPU. There is only one way this will fit and once 

assembled the assembly can be tested without fear of the two boards shorting. However, at this stage of 

assembly the system is fragile so take care not to set it on anything metal or bend the hat especially 

when fitting the antenna.  

The two Antenna can be screwed into the coax sockets. This completes the hardware building. It only 

requires fitting a programmed SD card into the CPU and powering the unit. 

Building the Software 

Software Requirements 
To prepare and program the SD card you will need to download two pieces of software. First the latest 

PI-Star software for the Raspberry PI 3b and then software that will be loaded on your computer that 

will take the PI-Star software and program your SD card. 



1. You will need a computer; Window 10 would be ideal, and these instructions assume that OS 

but the process would be the same on an Apple device or Linux system.  

2. You will need a micro SD reader that may be built into your computer or use a USB peripheral 

supporting a micro SD card. These are widely available and often used to read camera memory 

cards.  Standard SD card readers will also work provide you have an adaptor.  

Downloading the Software 
You can download the latest PI-Star software from this website: https://www.pistar.uk 

Currently the latest version is Pi-Star_RPi_V4.1.0-RC4_27-Aug-2019 and this can be found from the 

downloads - beta menu options. The PI 3B is only supported by the Beta version at this time but this 

seems stable and fully functional.  

Download the recommended SD card programing software called BalenaEtcher: 

https://www.balena.io/etcher/?ref=etcher_footer 

After download, run the file and install it on your computer. There may be security questions from your 

Virus security software. Go ahead and accept the risk and install. Once installed there will be an icon on 

your desktop that will launch this program.  

Programing the SD card 

Warning! Running the BalenaEtcher program requires you confirming you want to write to the correct 

place. Do not underestimate this step. The writing process requires the correct identification of your SD 

card and the names used can be confusing. If you agree to the wrong location, you can permanently 

destroy the contents of drives connected to your computer. We recommend you disconnect any other 

USB dives from your computer for this operation. 

Insert the new SD card into your computer. You can ignore any warnings or requests to format the card. 

You do not need to format the card first and if you are re-writing a programed card, Windows will issue 

several warnings and requests to format the card. Get used to seeing these and ignore them. Just close 

all these extra windows that get opened (not the Etcher program window)! 

With the SD card inserted, double click on the Etcher program icon which will start the program. It 

should produce a screen like the one below: 

 

https://www.pistar.uk/
https://www.balena.io/etcher/?ref=etcher_footer


Use the select image button to open the file explorer and find the PI-Star file you downloaded, select it. 

The Etcher window should then look like the one below with the correct file name listed: 

 

Next click on the select target button which should open a window listing likely targets, this is the tricky 

piece, be sure to select the correct target!! In my case this looked like the picture below: 

 

 

You can see I selected the 32G SD card, the SDHC Card text will change for your card reader. If you are 

sure click continue. You should then see a screen like the one below: 

 

If all looks good, click Flash! You may get a Windows popup asking you to confirm you want to run the 

program, if it is the first time this may also include a further warning from your virus program. Go ahead 



and accept all these. Once the program starts the window will show progress. Do not close this window. 

Windows may open more popups asking for disks to be inserted. Ignore and close those windows.  

When the card has been written and validated which might take several minutes, the program window 

should look like the one below: 

 

Windows will immediately ask you to format drives or give other warning because it does not recognize 

the PI formatted drive. By now you should be used to ignoring and closing these windows.  

Your SD card is now formatted and loaded with the software and can be fitted into the Hot Spot 

hardware.  

Power-up and Set-up 
We first need to load the raw PI-STAR software onto the SD card, then us it to boot the CPU. Then we 

need to configure the software to work for out switch and local talk groups. This requires us attaching 

the Hot Spot to a LAN using the Ethernet cable. This LAN needs to be capable of providing DHCP to give 

the Hot Spot its unique IP address. Typically connecting the Hot Spot to your local home network will 

work fine. 

Powering Up for the First Time 
It is now time to power up the Hot Spot for the first time. This stage is more a check than a first run 

because without a LAN and computer, a full test is not possible. 

Insert the programed SD card into the unit and attach the USB B connection without plugging in the PSU 

to the AC power (this is because you may not know if the power switch is on or off). 

Sit the assembly display side up and check that all the boards are clear of touching anything conductive.  

Plug in the PSU to the AC and if the Hot Spot powers up continue, if it does not use the power lead 

switch and this should power up the unit.  The top board should momentarily flash all its colorful LEDs 

and then settle to a constant green led and a slow (approx. 2s) flashing red LED. The bottom CPU card 

will have either a flashing LED.  



 

If the board works as described, power it off using the power switch and proceed to the set-up section. 

Connecting to the Hot Spot 
You can connect the Hot Spot to your network through a Wireless or Wired connection. For the first 

time use a wired connection is recommended because it is the easiest way to connect. Using a wireless 

network for the first connection is a bit complicated. 

To complete setup you will need: 

1. Access to a Network such as your home network served by your providers router. This will 

provide you with DHCP wired connectivity. 

2. An Ethernet connection to a free port on your router or through a switch. 

Connect your cable to the Ethernet port on the CPU board and power up the Hot Spot.  

Power on the Hot Spot which should behave just like the first power up except that after a few moments 

the red LED on the CPU board should not flash but remain lit. You should also see that some of the small 

lights on the side of the Ethernet connection should be flashing.  

Power on the Hot Spot which should behave just like the first power up except that after a few moments 

the red LED on the CPU board should not flash but remain lit. You should also see that some of the small 

lights on the side of the Ethernet connection should be flashing. 

If you are confident that the network connection is working, go to a computer on the same network and 

open a browser window.  Enter this URL into the browser http://pi-star.local and this should open up 

your Hot Spot configuration window identical to the following picture. 

 

http://pi-star.local/


This screen will persist for a few moments but then an additional window ill popup, if it does not, click 

the configuration option. 

You will need to log into the Hot Spot to use the configuration options, the login screen will look 

something like this: 

 

• The username is: pi-star  

• The password is: raspberry 

This will let you see the full configuration screen. 

 



Uploading all the Configuration 
Through the configuration screens it is possible to configure the complete Hot Spot, but there is a faster 

way by importing a correctly configured configuration. This will let you get all the configurations in one 

operation. Once done you will only need to go in and change the personal details like your Call-sign and 

Digital ID. 

You will need to go to the WEARC website and download this link https://www.wearc.org/activities/kit-

building/dual-mmdvm-hotspot This is a zip file which may trigger your virus software, you can safely 

download this file.  

Go to the PI-Star screen and find the top menu options, click on the Backup/Restore option. This should 

open a window that looks like the one below: 

 

On the right side up arrow panel click the choose file button and use the file explorer to select the zip 

file you downloaded from the WEARC website. Once that file is selected the name will replace the no file 

chosen next to the button. Then click the green up arrow to restore the selected configuration (don’t 

click multiple times, the click does not make an obvious change but you will see the MVMDVM scree 

change and display closed). 

Once the upload has completed you will see a screen with all the files that have been changed. More 

interestingly after a few seconds the display on the Hot Spot will light up and display the basic user 

information. It should look like the sample below: 

https://www.wearc.org/activities/kit-building/dual-mmdvm-hotspot
https://www.wearc.org/activities/kit-building/dual-mmdvm-hotspot


 

Additionally, the Hot red LED will flash much quicker (about twice a second). 

The Hot Spot is now working, but configured for KD2QIP, so we need to update the user data. 

Configuring your Personal Information 
You need to replace the personal setting for your Hot Spot. This can be done using the Configuration 

menu option.  

This should display a screen like the one below: 



 

 

Items needing attention are all under the second panel titled “General Configuration”. You should 

change the following, leaving the rest of the screen unchanged. 

1. Node Callsign: – enter your callsign 

2. CCS7 / DMR ID: - enter your digital ID 

3. Latitude: - enter your station latitude 

4. Longitude: - enter your station longitude 

5. Town: - enter your town 

6. Clear out the URL which should get updated automatically after you have saved your changes. 



When you have entered all this information click the Apply Changes button immediately under that 

panel (you should not click any of the other Apply Changes buttons). The Hot Spot will re-boot which 

you can see by the screen displaying closed and then returning to the MIMDVM display.  

Now your Hot Spot should work but the WEARC Switch is not enabled. This is because of how saving the 

configuration screen re-sets defaults. To correct this requires using the Configuration Expert mode. 

 

Final Configuration 
To have the correct name for the WEARC switch displayed on the Admin screen you must go into expert 

mode. Changes made in expert mode are saved when you make them, BUT a set of default values will 

replace Expert Mode settings whenever you save the Configuration menu (the one you used to set your 

personal details). This is normal and used to protect novices from making bad changes. 

Click on the Configuration top menu option. Then click the Expert option from the top menu. This will 

open the expert configuration screen which looks like the picture below. 

 

Do not be intimidated by the warning and find the second line of the menu “Full Edit” and click on the 

first item “DMR GW”. This will open a text file displayed in an editor. Scroll down using the scroll bars on 

the right until you see the following section. 



 

Look under the heading DMR Network 3, the next line Enabled=0 needs to be changed to Enabled=1 

then click the Apply Changes. This will enable the second connection to the Hot Spot and allow the use 

of the WEARC switch. 

Now your dashboard should look like the following image, but this version has activity through the 

gateway recorded on the activity screen. As you use your hot Spot it will record traffic from you and also 

received stations: 

  


